Requested Action

Review proposed content for chapter one of the updated master water supply plan

TAC will be asked to recommend that MAWSAC endorse content for chapter one of the master water supply plan in December 2022.

Committee members are asked to review the draft content:

a) Is any content missing? If so, what should be added?

b) Is any information incorrect? If so, please provide correction.

c) What questions do you have?

Submit input to Council staff by October 15. Send to Lanya.Ross@metc.state.mn.us.

Council staff will use input and work with communications staff to finalize a draft of chapter one, which will be shared back with TAC and MAWSAC for final review.
Proposed Outline

1. Rationale for and approach to regional water supply planning
2. Key components of the region’s water supply system
3. High-level roles of the Council and its partners
4. Shared values (principles)
5. Vision for the region’s water supplies
6. Regional goals for water supply
7. Regional objectives